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Abstract: The infrared radiometer (IR) displays the radiation temperature distribution. Frequently,
thermal images on a CRT display fluctuate and those radiation temperatures cannot be measured
correctly. Therefore, we are frequently faced with the difficult problem of evaluating the detection limits
on surface and internal flaws in construction and underground structures, and so on. Those difficulties are
considered to be due to fluctuations of the meteorological and environmental factors, mainly influenced
by solar radiation, wind velocity, atmospheric temperature, and so on. Our experimental study clarifies
the relation between variations of the thermal images on the CRT of IR display and the environmental
factors using an analysis of power spectral density.
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1. Introduction
Thermal image analysis obtained by IR thermographs has been widely applied to nondestructive tests in
application fields like detecting flaws of construction structure, underground objects, and so on. It is reported that
fluctuations of environmental factors have frequently created fluctuations of thermal image and also difficulty in its
analysis (Okamoto et al., 1997). In a previous paper, the authors showed that fluctuations appeared in thermal
images of soil surface were strongly influenced by the environmental factors such as irradiance, ambient
temperature and wind velocity, which vary according to meteorological conditions (Kamoi and Okamoto, 2000).
In this paper, the static and dynamic thermal images of soil surface with buried objects, concrete and plywood
surfaces are measured and analyzed by spectral analysis.

2. Survey of Fluctuation Study

2.1 Concept ofFluctuation and Power Spectral Density
Fluctuations are observed in our living environment as a variety of thermo-physical phenomena. Those fluctuations
appear as results of meteorological factors such as irradiance, atmospheric temperature, wind velocity, physical
factors such as heat noise, brownian movement and human factors such as heart pulse, blood pressure, brain wave.
Those fluctuations are variations with the lapse of time which appear as a noise in the vicinity of the mean value.
They become significant, unless they are fluctuations of random noise. The complex Fourier component of
variance on environmental factors gCt) is expressed by Eq. (1).
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(1)

Fourier component F(f) is the amplitude of wave with period T, IF(f)12and represents the energy. Then the
power spectral density P(f) expressed by PSD is defined by taking mean energy per unit time as expressed by Eq.
(2) (Hino, 1998).

P(f) = t~[+IF(f)1 2

] (2)

The white noise becomes constant independently of the frequency fif frequency and spectrum are expressed
on the logarithmic axis, according to spectral analysis of fluctuation around the mean value. Therefore Eq. (2)
gives power spectral density (PSD).

2.2 Review ofStudy on Power Spectral Density

The logarithmic value of PSD appearing in environment decreases inversely proportional to logarithm of f with
slope from -1 to -2 corresponding to Ilfto Ilf2, respectively as shown in Fig. 1 (Musha, 1979). But it has been
recognized that Ilf2 to Ilf4 spectrum corresponding to fluctuations of environmental factors were observed except
the conventional Ilf spectrum. The systematic research on PSD relating to environmental factors and objects to be
measured has been newly carried out by the authors (Kamoi and Okamoto, 2000a,b).
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Fig. 1. PSD slope.

3. Experimental Apparatus
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus which consists of an infrared radiometer IR,
model box (0.5 x 0.5 x 0.6 m) of the soil filled with heat insulation, digital recorder and sensors. The IR system
consists of IR camera and control unit, and measures the radiation temperature distributions of soil, concrete and
plywood surfaces by using IR camera with a Hg-Cd-Te sensor at 8-13,um in the wavelength. In order to detect
environmental factors there are pyranometer for irradiance (solar injection flux), anemometer for wind velocity and
thermocouples with amplifier for detecting temperatures of atmosphere, soil, concrete and plywood surfaces.

4. Experimental Method

4.1 Concept ofFluctuation and Power Spectral Density

(1) Measurement of fluctuation: Environmental factors are irradiance, wind velocity, atmospheric temperature and
humidity which give influence to the radiation temperatures on thermal images of soil, concrete and plywood
surfaces. These values are stored in the digital recorder, as shown in Fig. 2. Each sensor has a time constant
smaller than 1 s, and the sampling frequency of the digital recorder is 100 Hz. All temperatures are measured
with an accuracy within ± 0.1 "C. In each fluctuation its value of RMS is calculated as STDEV by square root
of variance of fluctuation.
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(2) Measurement of thermal images: In order to investigate the variations appeared in the thermal images of soil
surface, the static thermal images are measured outdoors and indoors by IR camera with an interval of 1 he The
dynamic images are also measured after the static one at a specified point with frame time of 3 ms. The soil
surface is settled parallel to the ground, and field of view is 0,4 rad. The thermal images are accordingly saved
in the IR control unit

4,2 Evaluation ofPower Spectral Density (PSD)

PSD of the fluctuation data of four environmental factors and three objects which were saved in the digital recorder
are calculated by the data analysis software called DADiSP, In the static thermal images of soil surface, PSD of the
radiation temperature distributions along the center horizontal line are to be calculated, In its dynamic thermal
images, PSD at the specified points on the center horizontal line during time tracing of 7,17 s are also calculated, In
the graph of PSD each axis should be transformed to logarithmic one, with the respective scale being adjusted,
Then, the profile of PSD becomes generally to be approximated by the lines with different decreasing slopes like
Fig, 3, Therefore, each refracted line in the above graph is shown in Eq. (3),
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Fig. 3. Determination of slope n, n, (n3=O) in the logarithmic graph.

PSD =Kf" loglOPSD = loglOK- n loglOj

loglO (PSD1 f PSD2) =loglO (10 "lf, n) =loglO (.hff; r
n =loglO (PSD1 f PSD2) f loglO (.hff;)

The above mentioned slope n is determined by Eq. (4) and also shown in Fig, 3,

(3)

(4)
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5. Experimental Results and Consideration

5.1 Experimental Results
Figure 4 shows the variations of environmental factors versus time s like atmospheric temperature: taCt), humidity:
hCt), irradiance: qCt) and wind velocity: uct) at 14:00 on November 28,2000 (outdoors, cloudy). Fig. 5 also shows
PSD characteristics versus frequency Hz by power spectral analysis of the variations of environmental factors as
shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. PSD characteristics of environmental factors.

Figure 6 is the static thermal images of soil surface at 16:00 and 19:00 on September 27, 2000 (outdoors,
fair). In these thermograms the cross cursor line is shown, and there is a buried object (aluminum cylinder: 0 60 x 60
height mm) under the center of the cross cursor line. The radiation temperature distributions can be observed in
bottom and left side of each thermal image corresponding to horizontal and vertical cursor line, respectively.
Figure 7 shows PSD characteristics of the fluctuating radiation temperature on the horizontal cursor line of the
static thermal images in Fig. 6.
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(a) time at 16:00

Fig. 6. Static thermal images.
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Fig. 7. PSD characteristics of static thermal images.

Figure 8 is the dynamic thermal images corresponding to the radiation temperatures of horizontal cursor
lines on the static thermal images as shown in Fig, 6, The vertical multiple lines in the dynamic thermal image
indicate time lapse, The variations of radiation temperatures were measured in the three points a, band c on the
above line, The point a corresponds to the location of the buried object. Figure 9 shows PSD characteristics of the
fluctuating radiation temperature at the point a in Fig, 8,
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Fig. 8. Dynamic thermal images.
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Fig. 9. PSD Characteristics of dynamic thermal images.

Figure 10 shows the fluctuating radiation temperature distribution on the horizontal cursor line in Fig. 6.
Figure 11 shows the relation between PSD slope n, and RMS value versus time where expresses turbulence
intensity in the static and dynamic thermal images for 11 hours on September 27, 2000. In Fig. 11, (a) is the case
of horizontal cursor line in static thermal image and (b) is the case of point c in dynamic thermal image. Among
many data in relation to environmental factors, objects and those thermal images were analyzed from June 2000 to
January 2001.
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Fig. 10. Fluctuating radiation temperature distribution of static thermal images.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of PSD slope n, and RMS value between static and dynamic thermal images.
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5,2 RMS Values ofVariations
The magnifications of environmental factors and objects are defined by the ratio of outdoor to indoor RMS values
in Table L According to this result, it is explained that the outdoor variation is generally larger than the indoor.
The environmental factors are strongly influenced by meteorological conditions, Measured objects are strongly
influenced by wind and atmospheric temperature, Generally, the variation of object with large heat capacity is
smaller than that with small one,

Table 1. Magnification of indoor and outdoor RMS values.

environmental atmospheric wind humidity irradiance
factors temperature velocity
magnification 14-68 42-104 4-8 0.6-3.6
temperature

soil concrete plywood
of objects
magnification 10-30 1.4-2.4 6.1-19.4

5,3 Slope ofPSD
According to PSD data on variations of environmental factors and objects, PSD slope in any variation has n., n,
and n, depending on meteorological conditions, and all variations have always slope n., n, (= 0), or n., n., n, (= 0) in
this experiment. Table 2 shows the comparison of PSD slope n, between outdoor and indoor cases, It can be
deduced that outdoor PSD slope n, is larger than indoor one, and that outdoor PSD slope n, is ranged from 0,9 to
3,8 in comparison with the data described in the reference (Agu et al., 1992),

Table 2. PSD slope n, between outdoor and indoor conditions.

environmental atmospheric wind humidity irradiance
factors temperature velocity
outdoor 1.0-3.6 0.9-2.4 1.7-3.7 0.9-2.4
indoor 1.7-2.4 1.0-2.1 1.5-2.7 0.5-1.9
temperature

soil concrete plywood
of objects
outdoor 1.9-3.8 1.3-3.1 1.5-3.7
indoor 1.2-2.8 0.6-3.2 1.3-2.5

5.4 Effect on Detection Limit ofBuried Objects in Soil
Detection limit of buried object by means of Infrared Radiometer is defined by the radiation temperature difference
on the thermal image between the points of over the buried object and far from it, and the location of buried object
is predicted by investigating the detection limit in course of time (Okamoto et al., 1998; Kamoi et al., 2001), The
dynamic behavior of detection limits A Tc!', A Te2' are shown in Fig, 12 (a), (b), In Fig, 12 (a) ATc!' z LO and A Te2' z

LO which show different detection limits due to the effect of some environmental factors, but A Tc!', A Te2' z 0 as
shown in Fig, 12 (b) due to the effect of weak environmental factors, where A Tc!'= Te' - A Tel" A Te2'= Te' - Te2' and
Te' , Tel" Te2' are the radiation temperatures at the points a, b, c, respectively,

5,5 Visualization ofBuried Objects in the Thermal Images
Figure 13 shows the outdoor thermal images of soil surface with four buried objects of which depth are 5, 10, 20,
30 mm at the points b, c, d and e, respectively from 14:00 to 19:00 on November 7,2000 (fair), In the case of this
experiment we could recognize clearly the existence of 4 buried objects except the one of 30 mm depth, This result
means that the effect of environmental factors in Fig, 13 is weak in comparison with that of Fig, 6 as
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explained by the radiation temperature distributions corresponding to cross cursor lines shown in both thermal
images. Therefore it is very important to investigate the environmental factors when we take the thermal image
outdoors, and also to evaluate PSD and RMS values, and their relation between environmental factors and objects
to be measured.
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Fig. 12. Radiation temperature and its difference of dynamic thermal images on soil surface.

(a) time at 16:00 (before sunset) (b) time at 18:00 (near sunset) (c) time at 19:00 (after sunset)

Fig. 13. Static thermal images with four buried objects.

6. Conclusion
1) The environmental factors are strongly influenced by meteorological conditions, and objects are apt to be

influenced by wind and atmospheric temperature. The outdoor variation is generally larger than the indoor one.
The variation of object with large heat capacity is smaller than that with small heat capacity.

2) PSD slope in any variation has generally two types of slope of n., n, (= 0) and n., n., n, (= 0) depending upon
meteorological conditions. It can be deduced that outdoor PSD slope n, is larger than indoor one, and that
outdoor PSD slope n, is ranged from 0.9 to 3.8.
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3) The variations appeared in thermal images of soil surface with buried object were strongly influenced by the
environmental factors that affect the radiation temperature, Therefore the detection limit of the buried object
varies in relation to variations of environmental factors,

4) The distribution patterns of RMS and PSD were almost the same outdoors in comparison with the static and
dynamic thermal images,

5) It can be predicted that buried metallic object in soil will be visualized corresponding to its depth just before and
after the sunset by use of IR camera in case the environmental factors are nearly weak,
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